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When considering M&A, culture is king, buyers are structuring deals to include key employees, and levels 
of M&A activities and valuations are still high.  
 
These are just a few of the key themes we took away from this year’s Transaction Advisors Annual 
Conference on the latest trends, strategies and best practices in mergers and acquisitions.  What we 
heard from M&A practitioners at companies both large and small, confirmed much of what we’re seeing 
here at 2020 with our clients and transactions.   
 
Culture is Still the #1 Factor in What Makes or Breaks a Deal – Disciplined buyers are spending more 
time upfront evaluating cultural synergies with potential sellers.  If the cultures don’t fit, buyers are more 
inclined to walk away regardless of how much financial or strategic sense the opportunity makes.  On the 
flip side of that coin, opportunities where the cultures do mesh has proven to be the key component in 
reaching agreement on valuation and ultimately making the deal successful. 
 
Key Employee Retention/Incentivization is Now the Norm in Deal Structuring, Not the Exception – 
Buyers are recognizing that carving off a slice of the pie for key employees in an acquired firm, regardless 
of whether they are owners/shareholders or not, is critical in lowering flight risk, reducing the time to fully 
integrate, and ultimately make the deal a long term success.   Structuring the deal to include these 
individuals, either through a percent of the purchase price, company stock, a bonus pool or some other 
mechanism has time and again proven to be crucial in gaining their buy-in and removing what would 
otherwise be a major obstacle.  Because at the end of the day, what are you buying?  It’s the people, their 
skills, institutional knowledge and client relationships.  
 
Buyers Who Make the Value Proposition Clear to the Seller's Employees, Lower Flight Risks – As 
transactions near close (or immediately after closing) more and more buyers are deploying dedicated 
integration teams to meet with employees, and explain the value proposition of why the acquisition is a 
good thing for their careers.  A mission critical task of these integration teams is to sit down with 
employees and work with them on setting a path for their career growth within the new 
organization.  While this can sometimes be a lengthy process, the payoff in retention is well worth the 
investment of time.  Let’s face it, we’re in a people business, and when employees are uncertain about 
their future, a little love goes a long way towards keeping folks around.  
 
Times are Good…Perhaps a Little too Good?   Environmental markets across the country are strong 
with companies seeing 2018 as their best financial performance in years.  Valuations continue to be high 
and easy access to capital means buyers are eager to make hay while the sun shines.  But for how 
long?  The answer is nobody really knows.  What we do know is the number of sellers on the market has 
increased.  On the other hand, some buyers are now finding themselves with almost too robust of an 
acquisition pipeline and are having to put new M&A opportunities on hold (or pass on altogether) due to 
lack of bandwidth or other deals in the works that are further along.  Which means that some high quality 
companies looking to sell might find buyers in short supply.  
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